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17-year-old Sahar has been in love with her best friend, Nasrin, since they were six. They've shared

stolen kisses and romantic promises. But Iran is a dangerous place for two girls in love - Sahar and

Nasrin could be beaten, imprisoned, even executed if their relationship came to light. So they carry

on in secret - until Nasrin's parents announce that they've arranged for her marriage. Nasrin tries to

persuade Sahar that they can go on as they have been, only now with new comforts provided by the

decent, well-to-do doctor Nasrin will marry. But Sahar dreams of loving Nasrin exclusively - and

openly. Then Sahar discovers what seems like the perfect solution. In Iran, homosexuality may be a

crime, but to be a man trapped in a woman's body is seen as nature's mistake, and sex

reassignment is legal and accessible. As a man, Sahar could be the one to marry Nasrin. Sahar will

never be able to love the one she wants, in the body she wants to be loved in, without risking her

life. Is saving her love worth sacrificing her true self?
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While one of the main reasons I picked this book up was for the LGBT factor, I found that my most

favorite part of it was learning more about Iran and the people. I actually felt like I was immersed in

life there and while it could have gone deeper and we could have seen more, I felt like it was just the

right amount for this book. It wasn't too much to take in, especially since it's just part of the story.

We see the laws and how things work just through Sahar's life and her comments. For example,

when she got on the bus she said women have to sit in the back while the men are in the front, but



in this case it wasn't actually a complaint, she said it was a blessing and commented on something

along the lines of at least no men can grope her on a crowded bus (it was actually a little different,

because Sahar is slightly crass at times, and says things very bluntly).In the book we get to see

different things, from her wealthy friend Nasrin's home and family, to her cousin Ali and his

underground crew of gays, lesbians, transgenders, etc. There was variety and I appreciated that. I

found that I was actually surprised at some things. One thing was that Western culture has

permeated the country even though so much of it is illegal. People smuggle pretty much anything

and everything into the country from illegal movies to alcohol. They have illegal satellites to watch

television they aren't suppose to watch. It kind of surprised me at how much it was the 'norm' to do

this. I also loved just learning a little about the culture. This wasn't something that was delved into

very much, but from the meals she cooked, to the clothing they wore, it was all fascinating to me. I

think it's important for stories like this to reach our teens.I really enjoyed Sahar a lot. She had a

great voice and was so easy to 'get'. I understood her personality really well. She was blunt and

honest, but held her tongue (just barely) when she really needed to. I felt like she was a bit blinded

by her love for Nasrin though and this was sort of her downfall. She decides she needs to have a

sex change so she can marry Nasrin, but Nasrin is already engaged to a guy and they are to be

married very soon. When people try to talk sense into Sahar she refuses to listen. She feels this is

her only option. While I 'get' this, it was slightly frustrating to read. But this is her journey, she has to

find it inside herself to do the right thing. I do like that it was talked about, the difference in just being

gay/lesbian and actually feeling like you are trapped in the wrong body and should be the opposite

sex. Because being gay doesn't mean that you are trapped as the wrong sex, and some people

may not really understand that.Nasrin was a character I had mixed feelings about. She's been

spoiled her whole life and maybe doesn't appreciate Sahar as much as she should, but it's clear she

does love her. I understand her personality and who she is and it's not really a negative to the story,

but I didn't love her. Ali is Sahar's cousin and he's gay and actually flaunts it somewhat. He is a very

fun character and I would love to read a book all about him. It would be SO fun! But I also want to

see his HEA. I also loved Sahar's father. There's a bit of trouble between them since he's been in

mourning for so long and has forgotten to live and love and so Sahar and he have a few things to

work through. I enjoyed this aspect of the book and am so happy she has a kind and gentle father in

a country where men can do so much harm to women if they choose.This is a short book that I

cruised through in only a couple hours. It was hard to put down just because I was enjoying it so

much. This book does have some bad language and talks about mature themes like sex and some

descriptions regarding having a sex change. I'm not sure I would say it's for mature readers only,



but be cautioned that there are some mature themes.I'm very glad I read this book and I really hope

that more consider reading it. I think it should be in every library.

In If You Could Be Mine, Sara Farizan has opened quite a window. Through it, teen readers see the

oppressive world of being gay in present day Iran. But the picture Farizan paints is one that reflects

a global plight that many gay teens endure. From brutally oppressive nations to more enlightened

onesÃ¢Â€Â”even our own United States of AmericaÃ¢Â€Â”gays face opposition. They are assailed,

accosted, looked down upon, despised, told they are sick, and yes, forbidden to be who God made

them. FarizanÃ¢Â€Â™s Sahar is very much in love with her lifelong friend Nazrin. The feeling is

mutual, but when NazrinÃ¢Â€Â™s marriage is announced, Sahar tumbles into despair, leading her

to consider alternatives that will most probably never be viable solutions. We feel SaharÃ¢Â€Â™s

pain, we feel her despair, and we want to shout at her, tell her that she is being foolish. But teens

can be foolishÃ¢Â€Â”itÃ¢Â€Â™s in their nature. So we go along on this ride, hoping that author

Farizan will eventually lead Sahar out of her quagmire and into a path that will work for her. Many of

the loudest shouting readers will be exclaiming, Ã¢Â€ÂœLeave Iran!Ã¢Â€Â• But, whether stuck in

the gloomy restraints of Iran or in an unaccepting town in America, leaving your home, your family,

is usually not an option. Far too many gay teens are living on the streets because they chose that

option, and we know they need our love and understanding, yet what was supposed to be their

Ã¢Â€Âœsupport groupÃ¢Â€Â• failed them and led them to flee. Farizan explores that option for

Sahar, as well as a few others, and gay teen readers will benefit from it. But most of all, all readers,

teen or otherwise, will benefit from this sensitive exploration of what it is like to be gay, and what it is

like to be gay in Iran.

This book isn't necessarily poorly written or anything. Just... F*** this book, man. Never before has a

book left me more depressed and brokenhearted. If you have any empathy in you, this book will tear

you to shreds. I almost threw up when I finished it.In terms of quality this probably deserves more

than one star. But I can't bring myself to rate it any higher. This book has made me feel s***ier than

any other piece of media ever has. I did not enjoy this book, I wish I had never read this book. It's

too much. Too much.

I found this book on an LGBT reading list, and that is why I grabbed it. However, I felt that there

were other factors that made me enjoy it - I enjoyed the writing style and, as an American woman,

learning about how daily life is for women in Iran. The stories this book tells - there is the main one,



but also of the underground world of Iran. Though this is from Sahar's perspective, and she doesn't

quite understand all that goes on in this dark area of the public, Farizan has a knack for letting the

reader know just what's up. For example, 'Mother' and 'Daughter' were two women Sahar meets

and doesn't fully understand, but I found myself knowing what was going on from almost the

beginning. This book is wonderfully written and, though not a life-changing book, one that I would

recommend.Also - If you liked this book, you should check out "Tell Me Again How a Crush Should

Feel" by Sara Farizan (same author).
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